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SCRAMBLED is a rambunctious comedy that focuses on Hugo (Mark Hapka of "Days of
Our Lives" and Netflix's high rated original film "Parallels"), an ambitious egg white
omelette chef who still loves his ex-girlfriend. He works and lives with his teenage
brother Viggo (José Julián from the Oscar nominated film "A Better Life") who is having
relationship problems with his college bound girlfriend (Riley Voelkel from "The
Originals"). When Hugo's best friend Tonty (Tomer Shechori in a breakout performance)
is released from prison, he inadvertently enters all their lives, and sets into motion a
chaotic chain of events that affects them all.
TAO Entertainment presents SCRAMBLED. The film stars Mark Hapka, José Julián,
Becky O’Donohue, Riley Voelkel, Chinyere Nnadi, Torsten Voges, Neil Dickson, and
Tomer Shechori as Tonty. Written and directed by Frank Reina, the film is produced by
Robert A. Stone. Also collaborating are the director of photography, Jasper Granderath,
editors Frank Reina, Julian Ong, David Betances, & Ben Insler, production designer
Travis Witkowski, costume designer Sarah Springer, music composer Dario Forzato with
original songs by Lucas Cantor and Pete Adams.
SCRAMBLED was shot with the Arri Alexa camera in 1.85 aspect ratio in Los Angeles,
Malibu, and Santa Barbara, California in the United States. The total running time is
75 minutes. The sound is mixed in stereo 5.1 surround sound.
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FIRST FILM
SCRAMBLED is the first film for many of the key players of the cast and crew. The
producers actively sought out to give opportunities for talented and creative people
to make their first movie together. Frank Reina had never directed a feature. Robert
Stone had never produced a film before. Robert traveled across the globe and raised
production funding from Chinese investors, and off production went.

SCRAMBLED SPIRIT
SCRAMBLED is a character driven wild styled comic romp set against the backdrop of a
sun-kissed culture. It is an original motion picture whose characters are self-consciously
quirky and unapologetic for being who they are.
SCRAMBLED provides a cinematic environment where the protagonists and villains
alike have the energy to flourish. The multiethnic and international cast of fresh faces
applies a significant role in the tapestry of the film. They are not part of the story; the
characters are the story: an omeletteer, a teenage painter, an ex-con with a violent
neck tick, a university bound damsel, a femme fatale, an ace of all trades, a
brotherhood of Alpha males, and a fraternity poet who sports a blood diamond
around his neck.
SCRAMBLED is a happy-tuned movie and encourages the audience, all in good fun,
to let go of their inhibitions, and enjoy the adventures the characters go through.
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INSPIRATION AND INFLUENCES
The storytelling inspiration of SCRAMBLED hail from the hyperbolic comedy of
SOUTH PARK and the filmmaking aesthetics of Pedro Almodóvar who uniquely
infuses melodrama with comedy. The audience never knows how all of the pieces of
their cinematic puzzles fit together… until the very end.
SYNOPSIS
In SCRAMBLED, writer/director Frank Reina tells the original and quirky story of an
American omelette chef, named Hugo (Mark Hapka), who reconnects with Tonty
(Tomer Shechori), his bizarre ex-best friend, who just got out of jail. Filled with a
game cast, snappy dialogue and relentlessly twisted humor, SCRAMBLED stands out
as a unique movie experience.
At the heart of SCRAMBLED, is the relationship between Hugo and his teenage
brother, Viggo (José Julián), who is madly in love with his girlfriend Cristina (Riley
Voelkel). She is a year older and going to college next year. After Cristina starts
seeing Tanner (Chinyere Nnadi), a self-proclaimed fraternity poet, Viggo worries he
might lose her for good.
Viggo does not want to end up like Hugo, who still pines after his high school
sweetheart, Cecilja. And Hugo blames their break-up on Tonty’s inexplicable
escapades. Viggo rejects Hugo’s warning of not telling Tonty anything about
Cristina’s situation with Tanner and all that could go wrong – does.
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DISTINCTIVE VISION
“I make egg white omelettes at my house for fun, and thought there was an
interesting character in a man who creates egg white omelettes for a living,” says
writer/director Frank Reina. “That was my starting point. I really wanted to tell a story
that felt natural to me, with a heightened sensibility.
“I had a strong visual representation of Hugo largely influenced by one of my favorite
films, THE ROAD WARRIOR. I love Mad Max’s costume design in which he has a
shotgun holster strapped to his back. I wanted to do the same for Hugo, only instead
of carrying a weapon, he carries his trusted silver pan, with the hilt sticking out as if it
were a sword. He’s our white knight.”

SCRAMBLED PLAYERS
The lead role of Hugo was very difficult to cast. It’s skillfully demanding and got really
lucky with Mark Hapka. Mark had a natural understanding of the comedic tone that
Hugo possessed. He brought to the screen an authenticity of what he excels at off
screen because he genuinely loves making omelettes at home.
SCRAMBLED was written with three actors in mind to play the crucial roles of Viggo,
Tanner, and Tonty. Writer/Director Frank Reina had worked with José Julián, Tomer
Shechori and Chinyere Nnadi in the short film STAR TAILS. “I really enjoyed
collaborating on our respective creative processes, and loved their performances in
the film. They had jolly screen personalities. I also knew we were going to be under
strict time constraints when making SCRAMBLED, and could count on them to deliver
each and every step of the way. They’re my players.“
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“I met José Julián (Viggo) while working in my first production assistant gig in the
2012 Academy Award nominated film, A BETTER LIFE. I drove him around, from
place to place, and we loved talking about movies. Ever since then, we’ve been
brothers.
“Chinyere Nnadi (Tanner) I met through friends back from my old days of being an
agent. We knew each other from the same social circle. He invited me to go see a
play he was in called WOUNDED. I was completely transfixed with his performance
and knew right then and there that I wanted to work with him in the future. He’s an
unpredictable force.”
“Tomer Shechori (Tonty) and I crossed paths at an improve class called the Berubians
in Los Angeles. The minute I saw him, I thought he had the most interesting face. I
thought, “No one is going to have any idea what to do with him.” Shortly after
meeting, I wrote the short film, STAR TAILS, with him in mind as the lead. In it he plays
Tomer, the self-proclaimed world’s best dog photographer, who in the middle of a
shoot, loses the dog is photographing. Tomer dedicated himself to the role whole
heartedly. He was evil and funny at the same time.”
In Tonty, Tomer has brought to life a deliciously unpredictable character unlike ever
seen before. One never knows what Tonty is going to do or say next. He is always in
a good mood, which added to his happy tuned danger.
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SCRAMBLED Cast Bios
HUGO – Mark Hapka is the star of
the hit Netflix movie, PARALLELS
and has played a variety of roles
including Dr. Nathan Horton on the
hit series DAYS OF OUR LIVES, as
well as having roles on GREEK,
HANNAH MONTANA and COLD
CASE, he also recurred on the show
GHOST WHISPERER. Hapka starred
in the movie MIDGETS VS.
MASCOTS, which premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival. His most physically demanding role was
in THE DANNY MCKAY PROJECT where he lost 40 pounds over the course of a 45-day shoot to
portray the title character Danny McKay who suffered from a terminal brain tumor. Hapka also
starred as a blind football player in 23 BLAST. Hapka recently starred in BEYOND THE MAT, in
which he also served as a producer and music supervisor.

VIGGO – José Julián broke out with his lead performance in
the 2012 Academy Award nominated film, A BETTER LIFE.
Directed by Chris Weitz (ABOUT A BOY), José was nominated
for a Young Artist Award for Best Performance in a Feature
Film by a Leading Young Actor. José also starred opposite
Tomer Shechori and Chinyere Nnadi in Frank Reina’s short
film, STAR TAILS. They reunited for the upcoming feature
film SCRAMBLED, also written and directed by Frank Reina.
José recently starred in SPARE PARTS opposite Marisa
Tomei, and recurred in Showtime’s SHAMELESS.

CRISTINA – Riley Voelkel was born in California and grew up
in Calgary. She is a model turned actress. Riley currently
stars in the hit CW show THE ORIGINALS. She has worked
with David Fincher in THE SOCIAL NETWORK, and Aaron
Sorkin in the HBO series THE NEWSROOM. Coincidentally,
she first met Sorkin on the set of THE SOCIAL NETWORK
doing her very first role as an actor and not knowing they
would be working together again. In THE NEWSROOM she
plays Jennifer Johnson who sends Jeff Daniels into a tailspin
when she asks, “Can you say why America is the greatest
country in the world?” Recently, Riley also co-starred in THE
SECRET LIFE OF DORKS and in AMERICAN HORROR STORY:
COVEN. Riley will next be seen in SCRAMBLED.
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TONTY – Tomer Shechori is special. A native of Israel,
Tomer graduated from UCLA and has embodied a
variety of characters in many theatrical, TV, and film
projects. He is a series regular on the new Israeli TV
sitcom, PROFILE 64, and is the voice of nerdy zombieapocalypse survivor Robbie in the online animated
show ZOMBIE MURDER EXPLOSION DIE! on
Machinima.com. SCRAMBLED is Tomer's second
collaboration with writer/director Frank Reina, who
also directed STAR TAILS - a short comedy in which
Tomer starred as an eccentric dog photographer.
Tomer is also the writer/director/producer of the filmed sketch show MANE SQUEEZE, now
available online.
GIAVANNA – Becky O'Donohue grew up in Dobbs Ferry – a
small town with a big heart just outside New York City. After
graduating college, where she received a Division I basketball
scholarship, Becky auditioned and became one of the top 12
female finalists on AMERICAN IDOL that year. Becky
relocated to Los Angeles after being discovered by MTV.
Soon after, she worked alongside Adam Sandler in the box
office hit I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU CHUCK AND LARRY.
Becky consistently earns guest starring roles on hit shows
such as THE BIG BANG THEORY, THE MENTALIST, and all 3
CSI's to name a few. Becky also easily switches gears,
grabbing grittier roles in independent films. She was also
seen in Joseph Gordon-Levitt’s feature directorial debut DON
JON. She plays the female lead role of Giavanna in her next film, SCRAMBLED.

TANNER – Chinyere Nnadi was born in Nigeria and spent his
formative years in Canada. He is a former MTV VJ and a graduate of
UCLA's School of Theater, Film and Television. He has interviewed
movie stars, politicians, and other cultural luminaries such as Kanye
West and Jesse Jackson. Chinyere has also appeared in various
feature films and television series, such as BONES and RIGHT AT
YOUR DOOR. He also co-starred opposite Tomer Shechori and José
Julián in Frank Reina’s short film STAR TAILS.

KARL AIDELL – Torsten Voges was born in Germany. He studied
acting in Germany and at ACT in San Francisco. Before he came to
live in the US, he worked as an actor in one of the biggest repertory
companies in Germany. His parents were both lawyers. His daughter,
Lena, studies Psychology in Vienna. Torsten now lives with his wife,
Ariana Weil, in Los Angeles. Torsten has co-starred in Judd Apatow’s
FUNNY PEOPLE, Rob Zombie’s THE LORDS OF SALEM, 8MM
opposite Nicolas Cage and Joaquin Phoenix, and the Coen Bros’
beloved film THE BIG LEBOWSKI. In addition to SCRAMBLED,
Torsten can currently be seen opposite Adam Sandler in THE DO-OVER, on Netflix.
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SCRAMBLED Crew Bios
Frank Reina – Writer/Director
SCRAMBLED is Frank Reina’s feature film directorial debut.
He is the writer, director, producer, and editor of the highly
entertaining short films SHIT! STRAW BERRIES!, WHITE
SHARK, and STAR TAILS.
Frank is based in Los Angeles, and travels around the globe
working as the Second Unit Director’s assistant most
recently on FAST 8, and TRANSFORMERS 5. He also worked
as a production assistant on various high profile films
including, HAIL, CAESAR!, THE LEGO MOVIE, X-MEN: FIRST CLASS and the 2012 Academy
Award nominated film A BETTER LIFE. He worked on a few Christopher Nolan
films, INTERSTELLAR and THE DARK KNIGHT RISES. Frank has also worked for iconic
producer Robert Evans (CHINATOWN, THE GODFATHER) at Paramount Pictures and was a
talent agent at the Paradigm Talent Agency.
Frank was born and raised in San Juan, Puerto Rico. At a young age, his family relocated to
the suburbs of Boston. Frank studied film at Hofstra University in New York and at
Columbia College Hollywood in Los Angeles. He is also fluent in Spanish.

Robert A. Stone – Producer
SCRAMBLED is Robert Stone’s first film as a producer. In
entertainment and media, Robert has worked at
Paradigm Talent Agency and in talent management at
McKeon/Myones, and Essential Entertainment.
Robert began his career working at Paramount Pictures
working at renowned movie producer Robert Evans'
company (CHINATOWN, THE GODFATHER). Stone
graduated from the University of Colorado at Boulder
and has an MBA from Loyola Marymount. He is fluent in
Mandarin. He hails from Colorado and Texas and
currently resides in Los Angeles.
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Jasper Granderath – Director of Photography
Jasper Granderath is a Los Angeles based Cinematographer. Before his career in the
motion picture industry, he was a musician, journalist and political scientist. Jasper is a
graduate of the American Film Institute (AFI), which is considered to be the premier
cinematography program in the world. Born and raised in an industrial district of West
Germany, Jasper is strongly influenced by European art house cinema. His films have
screened and won awards across the globe including North America, Puerto Rico, Great
Britain, Germany, China and Australia.
Over the past year, he shot the US produced feature film SCRAMBLED as well as several
shorts.
Dario Forzato – Music Composer
Dario is an Italian composer, guitarist, and producer based in Los Angeles. He graduated in
“Music Sciences and Technologies” at Università degli Studi di Milano and earned several
diplomas in Arrangement, Theory, and Guitar Performance from many prestigious classical
and modern music academies in Milano, such as the Conservatory “G. Verdi”, CPM and
NAM.
He has been composing, performing, and producing music for the past decade, across
Europe, Asia, and the US, constantly working with top producers, artists, songwriters, and
production companies.
Lucas Cantor & Peter G. Adams – Song Writers
Lucas Cantor is a 2-time Emmy Award winner. His music can be heard on NBC Sunday
Night Football, The Olympics, Bad Ass, No One Will Know, Hide, and many other indie
films and TV shows. He's currently the music editor for the Sochi Olympics, STAR WARS:
DETOURS and the composer of 433, a 20+ hour-long music event coming in 2016.
Additionally, Lucas also wrote two original songs for our film. One of them is called “Break
Open Your Shell,” which is the opening song when meet Hugo creating his omelettes. The
other is “Legend” which is the song that plays during Tonty’s fraternity reconnaissance
montage.
Peter G. Adams is an ASCAP Award winning composer from Tampa, Florida. He composed
additional music on the television shows Cold Case (CBS), Close To Home (CBS), Blue
Bloods (CBS) and is currently wrapping up Star Wars Detours for Lucasfilm Ltd. Peter has
also composed music for independent films including Bad Ass, and No One Will Know; and
has contributed to major motion picture scores like MEGAMIND (Dreamworks) and the
Oscar-nominated score for the film RANGO (Paramount).
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Scrambled
Synopsis
Scrambled is a wild comic romp about Hugo, a young omelette chef who channels
his broken heart into creating spectacular omelettes. Hugo blames the breakup
on his old trouble-making, best friend, Tonty. Hugo has a teenage brother named
Viggo who is experiencing his first love and heartbreak with university bound
Cristina. After a stint in prison, Tonty reenters Hugo's life unwelcomed and
conspires a plan to get Viggo back with Cristina. Everything that could go wrong
- does.
Mark Hapka plays Hugo, and Tomer Shechori plays Tonty. Mark next stars in the
film 23 Blast, which is set for a theatrical release in August 2014. Tomer starred in
the short film Star Tails, which was written and directed by Frank Reina.
Scrambled features a mix of newcomers and rising young stars including, José
Julián and Riley Voelkel, who play the blooming lovers Viggo and
Cristina. José co-starred in the 2012 Academy Award nominated film, A Better
Life and Riley co-stars in the Emmy Award winning HBO series, The
Newsroom, opposite Jeff Daniels.
Scrambled also stars Becky O'Donohue as Giavanna (the apple of Hugo's eye)
Torsten Voges as master omeletteer Karl Aidell (Hugo's hero), Neil Dickson as
Roman (Hugo's wise and excitable boss), and Emeka Nnadi as Tanner (the Alpha
nemesis).
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Crew Credits
Written & Directed by
FRANK REINA
Produced by
ROBERT A. STONE
Director of Photography
JASPER GRANDERATH
Music by
DARIO FORZATO,
Original Songs by
LUCAS CANTOR & PETE ADAMS
Production Designer
TRAVIS WITKOSKI
Editor
FRANK REINA, JULIAN ONG, DAVID BETANCES, & BEN INSLER
Casting by
KRISTA HUSAR
Costume Deisgner
SARAH SPRINGER
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